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C

onventionally ionic conductivity has been developed by
ionic conducting materials but challenge unsolved. Typically,
solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC), yttrium stabilized zirconia (YSZ)
electrolyte, which needs high operational temperature above
700°C to reach required ionic conductivity, for SOFC technology
over several decades has not yet been commercialized. The same
challenge is faced for next generation solid battery technologies.
Semiconductor-ionic materials are new functional material
family with superionic conduction developed by semiconductors
or their heterostructure materials with wide energy applications.
The band structure, p-n junction and build-in-field have
been discovered to facilitate fast ionic transport. Tuning
semiconductors and heterostructures to ionic conductors is a
very effective approach to develop superionic conductivities
and novel energy devices. For example, fuel cells built on
anode, electrolyte and cathode can now be constructed by
semiconductor-ionic heterostructures to realize more efficiently
the fuel cell hydrogen oxidation reaction (HOR) and oxygen
reduction reaction (ORR) through band structure and alignment
without using the electrolyte separator. The novel ceramic
fuel cells based on semiconductor-based membranes instead
of conventional electrolyte have been demonstrated with

excellent power outputs at temperatures between 400-550oC.
Numerous amounts of semiconductor-ionic materials
have been explored and novel fuel cell technologies have
been demonstrated. Some examples are bulk hetero p-n
junction and Schottky junction for single layer fuel cells,
designed by energy bands and alignments. New disciplines of
Semiconductor-Ionics and Semiconductor Electrochemistry
have been establishing not only for energy conversion, e.g.
fuel cells, but also for energy storage devices like batteries.
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